Effect of Asp-235-->Asn substitution on the absorption spectrum and hydrogen peroxide reactivity of cytochrome c peroxidase.
The spectroscopic properties of a mutant cytochrome c peroxidase, in which Asp-235 has been replaced by an asparagine residue, were examined in both nitrate and phosphate buffers between pH 4 and 10.5. The spin state of the enzyme is pH dependent, and four distinct spectroscopic species are observed in each buffer system: a predominantly high-spin Fe(III) species at pH 4, two distinct low-spin forms between pH 5 and 9, and the denatured enzyme above pH 9.3. The spectrum of the mutant enzyme at pH 4 is dependent upon specific ion effects. Increasing the pH above 5 converts the mutant enzyme to a predominantly low-spin hydroxy complex. Subsequent conversion to a second low-spin form is essentially complete at pH 7.5. The second low-spin form has the distal histidine, His-52, coordinated to the heme iron. To evaluate the effect of the changes in coordination state upon the reactivity of the enzyme, the reaction between hydrogen peroxide and the mutant enzyme was also examined as a function of pH. The reaction of CcP(MI,D235N) with peroxide is biphasic. At pH 6, the rapid phase of the reaction can be attributed to the bimolecular reaction between hydrogen peroxide and the hydroxy-ligated form of the mutant enzyme. Despite the hexacoordination of the heme iron in this form, the bimolecular rate constant is approximately 22% that of pentacoordinate wild-type yeast cytochrome c peroxidase. The bimolecular reaction of the mutant enzyme with peroxide exhibits the same pH dependence in nitrate-containing buffers that has been described for the wild-type enzyme, indicating a loss of reactivity with the protonation of a group with an apparent pKa of 5.4. This observation eliminates Asp-235 as the source for this heme-linked ionization and strengthens the hypothesis that the pKa of 5.4 is associated with His-52. The slower phase of the reaction between peroxide and the mutant enzyme saturates at high peroxide concentration and is attributed to conversion of unreactive to reactive forms of the enzyme. The fraction of enzyme which reacts via the slow phase is dependent upon both pH and specific ion effects.